
WRITE A SHORT NOTE ON DESKTOP COMPUTER

A desktop computer is a personal computer designed for regular use at a single location on or .. A desktop computer
needs a UPS to handle electrical disturbances like short interruptions, blackouts and spikes; achieving an on- battery
time of.

Home theater[ edit ] These desktops are connected to home entertainment systems and typically used for
amusement purpose. These features may include web and email access, special software such as personal
organizer or special hardware such a cameras. It is possible to interconnect desktop computers across a local
area network LAN so users can share resources across devices and connect to peripherals such as printers.
Core features and components A desktop computer includes the processor, which can be a microtower or
minitower designed to fit under the desk or a unit that goes on top of the desk. Battery life will depend on the
battery capacity noted in watts per hour and the laptop power consumption. Some of the top desktop computer
vendors include Dell, HP Inc. One of the more significant changes Microsoft made to the Windows desktop
was the introduction of Active Desktop. Overclocking is often more feasible on a desktop than on a laptop;
similarly hardware add-ons such as discrete graphics co-processors may only be possible to install in a
desktop. This was last updated in September Continue Reading About desktop computer. The release
eliminated the Start menu and introduced a new interface called Metro , which Microsoft designed to compete
with mobile operating systems, such as Apple iOS. Workstations often have large, high resolution monitors
and accelerated graphics. It is a foldable device which can shut and easily use for transportation. We can
connect another peripheral devices with the laptops like speaker, mouse, Keyboard etc. Handheld PCs:
Handheld personal computers are devices small enough to fit in our hands. Workstation performance is higher
than the main frame computers. PC makers and electronics retailers have responded by investing their
engineering and marketing resources towards laptops initially netbooks in the late s, and then the
higher-performance Ultrabooks from onwards , which manufacturers believe have more potential to revive the
PC market [6] than desktops. In Windows, the desktop includes a task bar , which is located at the bottom of
the screen by default. Both the Windows and Macintosh operating systems allow you to customize the
appearance of your desktop. It performs highly complicated and complex calculations. The change in sales of
form factors is due to the desktop iMac moving from affordable iMac G3 to upscale iMac G4 and subsequent
releases are considered premium all-in-ones. Laptop comes on varies size and weight. Windows XP virtual
desktop Although Windows 8 included a desktop layout, it forced users to toggle back and forth between the
desktop interface and the Metro interface depending on which application they were using. Influential games
such as Doom and Quake during the s had pushed gamers and enthusiasts to frequently upgrade to the latest
CPUs and graphics cards 3dfx , ATI , and Nvidia for their desktops usually a tower case in order to run these
applications, though this has slowed since the late s as the growing popularity of Intel integrated graphics
forced game developers to scale back. Resurgence[ edit ] Although for casual use traditional desktops and
laptops have seen a decline in sales, in , global PC sales experienced a resurgence, driven by the business
market. There are many brands are available in the market for the parts of computer. Microsoft released
Windows 1. Minicomputers generally fit into one or a few refrigerator-sized racks. It includes the desktop
background or wallpaper and icons of files and folders you may have saved to the desktop. These components
are connected to each other by cables or wireless connections. They are usually less powerful than the desktop
computer. Another trend around this time was the increasing proportion of inexpensive base-configuration
desktops being sold, hurting PC manufacturers such as Dell whose build-to-order customization of desktops
relied on upselling added features to buyers. Over the course of the s, desktop cases gradually became less
common than the more-accessible tower cases Tower was a trademark of NCR created by ad agency Reiser
Williams deYong[ citation needed ] that may be located on the floor under or beside a desk rather than on a
desk.


